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Presents advice on how to make a productive use of time, describing such actions as
identifying top priorities, setting goals, batching similar tasks, overcoming
procrastination, and controlling interruptions.
Don't Count Time, Make Time Count! Tick ... tick ... tick ... can't find enough time? Find
out how to use it far more wisely by the man who successfully run multiple business
ventures simultaneously. Dan Kennedy has been called the "Professor of Harsh
Reality" because he doesn't deal in glib, pabulum solutions and eye-rolling cliches
you've heard incessantly on time management. He takes on the world of cell phones,
PDAs, faxes, e-mails, and every other communication device that pervade our lives,
suggesting when to tap it, and when to give it the heave-ho. This
entrepreneur/consultant/author/speaker has a whirlwind business life, yet manages to
fit everything in using a handful of home-brewed time management tools he swears by.
He shows how to maximize your time with a fresh take on the mantra that "time is
money." It's all about using disciplined productivity strategies Kennedy has devised
over 30 years of managing highly-profitable businesses with only minimal help. Who is
Dan Kennedy? His business adventures have included ownership of six businesses. He
appeared for nine consecutive years on THE #1 seminar tour in America sharing the
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platform with former U.S. President Reagan, Ford, and Bush, General Colin Powell,
and business leaders such as Debbi Fields and Jim McCann. He was been in trenches
and survived.
Build the Career of Your Dreams Are you on the edge of a career burnout? Do you feel
bored or uninspired by your business? Have you been thinking about that next step but
are too afraid to take it? You are not alone. In this book, more than 30 successful
entrepreneurs and career experts life the veil on what it takes to rise the ranks in your
company, build a successful side gig, and set up your business for success. Divided
into four parts and packed with game-changing insights, real-world stories, and spot-on
advice, Entrepreneur Voices on Careers is the ultimate choose-your-own-adventure
guide to help you: Make the career move that best fits your goals and lifestyle Build a
multimillion-dollar side hustle while working your 9-to-5 Climb the corporate ladder with
an entrepreneurial mindset Take the leap from part-time gig to full-time business owner
Leverage your current skills to succeed in a brand-new industry Plus, read exclusive
interviews and #DearEntrepreneur letter responses from coaches, founders, and
executives who have seen it all.
In this highly original take on entrepreneurship, bestselling author, speaker, and
business coach Dave Crenshaw confronts Chaos, the prime culprit of small business
failure. He then arms you with the superhero utility belt you need, The Focus Tools, to
defeat Chaos and build a focused business!
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With forty well-structured and easy to follow topics to choose from, each workbook has
a wide range of case studies, questions, and activities to meet both the individual or
organization's training needs. Whether studying for an ILM qualification or looking to
enhance the skills of your employees, 'Super Series' provides essential solutions,
frameworks and techniques to support management and leadership development.
An instant classic, this revised and updated edition of the phenomenal bestseller
dispels the myths about starting your own business. Small business consultant and
author Michael E. Gerber, with sharp insight gained from years of experience, points
out how common assumptions, expectations, and even technical expertise can get in
the way of running a successful business. Gerber walks you through the steps in the life
of a business—from entrepreneurial infancy through adolescent growing pains to the
mature entrepreneurial perspective: the guiding light of all businesses that
succeed—and shows how to apply the lessons of franchising to any business, whether
or not it is a franchise. Most importantly, Gerber draws the vital, often overlooked
distinction between working on your business and working in your business. The EMyth Revisited will help you grow your business in a productive, assured way.
As he did in WHO NOT HOW, Dr. Benjamin Hardy shares one of Dan Sullivan’s simple
yet profound teachings that until now has been known only to his Strategic Coach
clients: unsuccessful people focus on “The Gap,” but successful people focus on “The
Gain.” "[T]his one simple concept is a masterclass on positive psychology, healthy
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relationships, mental well-being, and high-performance. Everything that psychologists
know about how to create a high-functioning and successful person can be achieved
using The GAP and the GAIN."- Dr. Benjamin Hardy Most people, especially highly
ambitious people, are unhappy because of how they measure their progress. We all
have an "ideal," a moving target that is always out of reach. When we measure
ourselves against that ideal, we're in "the GAP." However, when we measure ourselves
against our previous selves, we're in "the GAIN." That is where the GAP and the GAIN
concept comes in. It was developed by legendary entrepreneur coach Dan Sullivan and
is based on his work with tens of thousands of successful entrepreneurs. When Dan's
coaching clients periodically take stock of all that they've accomplished-both personally
and professionally-they are often shocked at how much they have actually achieved.
They weren't able to appreciate their progress because no matter how much they were
getting done, they were usually measuring themselves against their ideals or goals. In
this book you will learn that measuring your current self vs. your former self has
enormous psychological benefits. And that's really the key to this deceptively simple yet
multi-layered concept that will have you feeling good, feeling grateful, and feeling like
you are making progress even when times are tough, which will in turn bolster
motivation, confidence, and future success. If you're finding that happiness eludes you
no matter how much you've achieved, then learning this easy mindset shift will set you
on a life-changing path to greater fulfillment and success.
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Sit back and relax and learn about why overworking and under resting can be harmful
to yourself and your career. "Rest is such a valuable book. If work is our national
religion, Pang is the philosopher reintegrating our bifurcated selves."---Arianna
Huffington, New York Times Book Review Overwork is the new normal. Rest is
something to do when the important things are done-but they are never done. Looking
at different forms of rest, from sleep to vacation, Silicon Valley futurist and business
consultant Alex Soojung-Kim Pang dispels the myth that the harder we work the better
the outcome. He combines rigorous scientific research with a rich array of examples of
writers, painters, and thinkers---from Darwin to Stephen King---to challenge our
tendency to see work and relaxation as antithetical. "Deliberate rest," as Pang calls it, is
the true key to productivity, and will give us more energy, sharper ideas, and a better
life. Rest offers a roadmap to rediscovering the importance of rest in our lives, and a
convincing argument that we need to relax more if we actually want to get more done.
A new classic, cited by leaders and media around the globe as a highly recommended
read for anyone interested in innovation. In The Innovator’s DNA, authors Jeffrey Dyer,
Hal Gregersen, and bestselling author Clayton Christensen (The Innovator’s Dilemma,
The Innovator’s Solution, How Will You Measure Your Life?) build on what we know
about disruptive innovation to show how individuals can develop the skills necessary to
move progressively from idea to impact. By identifying behaviors of the world’s best
innovators—from leaders at Amazon and Apple to those at Google, Skype, and Virgin
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Group—the authors outline five discovery skills that distinguish innovative entrepreneurs
and executives from ordinary managers: Associating, Questioning, Observing,
Networking, and Experimenting. Once you master these competencies (the authors
provide a self-assessment for rating your own innovator’s DNA), the authors explain
how to generate ideas, collaborate to implement them, and build innovation skills
throughout the organization to result in a competitive edge. This innovation advantage
will translate into a premium in your company’s stock price—an innovation
premium—which is possible only by building the code for innovation right into your
organization’s people, processes, and guiding philosophies. Practical and provocative,
The Innovator’s DNA is an essential resource for individuals and teams who want to
strengthen their innovative prowess.
For entrepreneurs, managing your time and managing your business are often almost
the same thing. In this clear, concise book about time management strategies for
entrepreneurs, the authors give you practical techniques and real world examples that
you can immediately incorporate into your own planning to increase your productivity
and increase the amount of time you have to actually enjoy your life. They also provide
you with a change in mindset that will make it very easy to see which tasks are vital and
which ones should either fade away or be given to someone else. Connie Ragen Green
and Geoff Hoff, successful entrepreneurs and authors, teach the step by step process
they have shared with others to make time management the key to productivity and
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overall business success. As they like to say, "if you don't know where you're going, it is
difficult to get there."
Fact: More commerce and wealth is created by direct mail than by any other media
(true before the internet and true now) Reported in 2013 as the marketing channel that
"delivers the best ROI for customer acquisition and retention" by Target Marketing’s
Seventh Annual Media Usage Forecast survey of B2C, direct mail is surprisingly
outdated and under-represented on the marketing bookshelves for small business
owners — authors Simpson and Kennedy change that. Millionaire-maker Dan S.
Kennedy and direct mail marketing specialist Craig Simpson urge small business
owners to drive the momentum built via social media and other marketing avenues into
the mailboxes of their target consumers. Unlike other direct mail marketing books on
the shelf that specialize in one aspect of preparing a campaign such as copywriting or
design, this comprehensive solution covers all — the organizational, technical, and
creative including designing, budgeting, tracking, and assessing effectiveness. Also
covered is how direct mail can be used in today's online marketing funnels. Benefiting
from the authors' combined 30 years in direct marketing, business owners are given the
guidelines for what works and what doesn’t, illustrated by real-life business campaigns
that show step-by-step how to build a results-producing promotional campaign.
The proliferation of entrepreneurship, technological and business innovations, emerging
social trends and lifestyles, employment patterns, and other developments in the global
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context involve creative destruction that transcends geographic and political boundaries
and economic sectors and industries. This creates a need for an interdisciplinary
exploration of disruptive technologies, their impacts, and their implications for various
stakeholders widely ranging from government agencies to major corporations to
consumer groups and individuals. Disruptive Technology: Concepts, Methodologies,
Tools, and Applications is a vital reference source that examines innovation, imitation,
and creative destruction as critical factors and agents of socio-economic growth and
progress in the context of emerging challenges and opportunities for business
development and strategic advantage. Highlighting a range of topics such as IT
innovation, business strategy, and sustainability, this multi-volume book is ideally
designed for entrepreneurs, business executives, business professionals,
academicians, and researchers interested in strategic decision making using
innovations and competitiveness.
Secrets of Peak Performers Are you an entrepreneur working hard to grow your
business, income, and influence? Or, are you like most entrepreneurs who are working
hard, but not necessarily working smart? Secrets of Peak Performers shares critical
WORK SMART strategies from successful entrepreneurs in over 25 industries. Included
inside are personal and professional wealth creating insights that tackle important
topics like sales & marketing, time management, innovation & change, managing and
leading people, and much more. If you are truly committed to success, you will find
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yourself referencing this book time and time again.
Time is your most important God-given resource — no matter how hard you work, you
can’t make a day last longer than twenty-four hours. As a pastor, you may grapple with
overlapping activities, growing calendar demands and the challenges of balancing your
ministry, family and personal health— without shortchanging any of these areas. Add to
this the expectation to always be available thanks to today’s technology, and you are
left feeling overwhelmed, unfocused and frustrated. If you have issues with your time
management or simply wish to improve your time management skills, then 'Time
Management Techniques' is your go to guide. Earl Nightingale said “You don't manage
time, you manage activities” This book therefore highlights 8 essential strategies that
you must do each day to generate more free time, so that you can do the things you
really want to do. By studying this book, it will certainly improve your management of
time and end the dreaded procrastination. You can use it as both a strategic time
management tool and a useful day to day time manual. Control your time. Effective use
of time occurs when you learn to manage time effectively by focusing on tasks,
minimizing disruptions, and using unexpected, unexpected delays. . If you pursue the
seven secrets you will know how to use your time sensibly, how to live effectively, how
to take advantage of the unexpected events that happen in life. Hope all good things
will come to you!
"Learn How You Can Spend Only 2 Hours On Your Online Business Each Day, Get
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More Work Done And Have Ample Time Left For Your Family...Guaranteed!" Stop
Working Like A Slave On Your Online Business And Eliminate Over 10 Working Hours
Each Week - At Least... This book is packed full of information and strategies that will
help you work, manage and leverage your online business so that you don't need to
spend a lot of time working on it. The strategies covered in the book include: 3 basic
habits you need to effectively make use of your time Using a master plan and detailed
plan to laser focus on your tasks Techniques on working smarter so that you don't
spend time on tedious tasks Software and tools to save you time on your online
business Techniques for prioritizing your tasks How to improve your skills and reduce
your work up to 300% each day And much, much more...
Growth is a clear goal for ambitious entrepreneurs and leaders. It's often a short hand
for business - and wider economic - success. But it's not without its pitfalls and
challenges, and planning for, and managing, a growing business needs careful thought.
Take, for example, the start-up facing for the first time the need to balance flexibility
with more structure. Or a larger business tackling a range of divisions evolving at
different speeds. Or an inspirational owner-founder confronting the need to step back
and let other take the business forward. These are the kinds of challenges that Growing
a Business tackles head-on. Drawing on a wide range of models and research and
using case studies from across the business world, it offers practical advice and
guidance on a whole range of topics, including: the different types and stages of
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growth; predicting the problems presented by growth; identifying growth triggers and
barriers; the implications of growth: financially, culturally and for the people involved in
the business. Growing a Business is required reading for owners and managers looking
to understand a foster growth in their businesses.
The Founder's Dilemmas examines how early decisions by entrepreneurs can make or break a
startup and its team. Drawing on a decade of research, including quantitative data on almost
ten thousand founders as well as inside stories of founders like Evan Williams of Twitter and
Tim Westergren of Pandora, Noam Wasserman reveals the common pitfalls founders face and
how to avoid them.
No B.s. Time Management for EntrepreneursThe Ultimate, No Holds Barred, Kick Butt, Take
No Prisoners, Guide to Time, Productivity, and SanityNorth Vancouver, B.C. : International SelfCounsel Press Limited
“Required reading for professionals—and aspiring professionals—of all levels.” —Shirley Ann
Jackson, President of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and Former Chairman of U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission Robert C. Pozen, one of the business world’s most successful—and
productive—executives, reveals the surprising secrets to workplace productivity and high
performance. It's far too easy for working professionals to become overwhelmed by a pile of
time-sensitive projects, a backlog of emails, and endless meetings. In order to be truly
productive, they must make a critical shift in mindset from hours worked to results produced.
With Extreme Productivity, Pozen explains how individuals can maximize their time and energy
by determining and focusing on their highest priorities. He also provides a toolkit of practical
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tips and techniques to help professionals at all stages of their careers maximize their time at
work. This essential handbook empowers every person with proven methods for prioritizing
their time to achieve high-impact results and refine their career goals for long-term success, all
while leading a full and meaningful personal life as well.
"The entrepreneur roller coaster: why now is the time to #JoinTheRide, will prepare you for the
wild ride of entrepreneurship. It will warn you (of forthcoming fears, doubts, and the selfdefeating conditioning of your upbringing and past), inoculate you (from the naysayers, dreamstealers, and pains of rejection and failure), and guide you (as you build those underdeveloped skills of independence, self-motivation, and self-accountability) safely past the
landmines that blow up and cause the failure of 66 percent of all new businesses. You will
learn the best strategies Darren has ever collected from the most successful people on the
planet, covering the four essential skills necessary for entrepreneurial success: Sales,
Recruiting, Leadership, and Productivity"--Amazon.com
This book examines volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity (VUCA) and addresses
the need for broader knowledge and application of new concepts and frameworks to deal with
unpredictable and rapid changing situations. The premises of VUCA can shape all aspects of
an organization. To cover all areas, the book is divided into six sections. Section 1 acts as an
introduction to VUCA and complexity. It reviews ways to manage complexity, while providing
examples for tools and approaches that can be applied. The main focus of Section 2 is on
leadership, strategy and planning. The chapters in this section create new approaches to
handle VUCA environments pertaining to these areas including using the Tetralemma logics,
tools from systemic structural constellation (SySt) approach of psychotherapy and
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organizational development, to provide new ideas for the management of large strategic
programs in organizations. Section 3 considers how marketing and sales are affected by
VUCA, from social media’s influence to customer value management. Operations and cost
management are highlighted in Section 4. This section covers VUCA challenges within global
supply chains and decision-oriented controlling. In Section 5 organizational structure and
process management are showcased, while Section 6 is dedicated to addressing the effects of
VUCA in IT, technology and data management. The VUCA forces present businesses with the
need to move from linear modes of thought to problem solving with synthetic and simultaneous
thinking. This book should help to provide some starting points and ideas to deal with the next
era. It should not be understood as the end of the road, but as the beginning of a journey
exploring and developing new concepts for a new way of management.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER If you want to build a better future, you must believe in
secrets. The great secret of our time is that there are still uncharted frontiers to explore and
new inventions to create. In Zero to One, legendary entrepreneur and investor Peter Thiel
shows how we can find singular ways to create those new things. Thiel begins with the
contrarian premise that we live in an age of technological stagnation, even if we’re too
distracted by shiny mobile devices to notice. Information technology has improved rapidly, but
there is no reason why progress should be limited to computers or Silicon Valley. Progress can
be achieved in any industry or area of business. It comes from the most important skill that
every leader must master: learning to think for yourself. Doing what someone else already
knows how to do takes the world from 1 to n, adding more of something familiar. But when you
do something new, you go from 0 to 1. The next Bill Gates will not build an operating system.
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The next Larry Page or Sergey Brin won’t make a search engine. Tomorrow’s champions will
not win by competing ruthlessly in today’s marketplace. They will escape competition
altogether, because their businesses will be unique. Zero to One presents at once an optimistic
view of the future of progress in America and a new way of thinking about innovation: it starts
by learning to ask the questions that lead you to find value in unexpected places.
The long-awaited follow-up to the international bestsellers, Business Model Generation and
Value Proposition Design Alex Osterwalder and Yves Pigneurs’ Business Model Canvas
changed the way the world creates and plans new business models. It has been used by
corporations and startups and consultants around the world and is taught in hundreds of
universities. After years of researching how the world’s best companies develop, test, and
scale new business models, the authors have produced their definitive work. The Invincible
Company explains what every organization can learn from the business models of the world’s
most exciting companies. The book explains how companies such as Amazon, IKEA, Airbnb,
Microsoft, and Logitech, have been able to create immensely successful businesses and
disrupt entire industries. At the core of these successes are not just great products and
services, but profitable, innovative business models--and the ability to improve existing
business models while consistently launching new ones. The Invincible Company presents
practical new tools for measuring, managing, and accelerating innovation, and strategies for
reducing risk when launching new business models. Serving as a blueprint for your growth
strategy, The Invincible Company explains how to constantly stay ahead of your competition.
In-depth chapters explain how to create new growth engines, change how products and
services are created and delivered, extract maximum profit from each type of business model,
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and much more. New tools—such as the Business Model Portfolio Map, Innovation Metrics,
Innovation Strategy Framework, and the Culture Map—enable readers to understand how to
design invincible companies. The Invincible Company: ? Helps large and small companies
build their growth strategy and manage their core simultaneously ? Explains the world's best
modern and historic business models ? Provides tools to assess your business model,
innovation readiness, and all of your innovation projects Presented in striking 4-color, and
packed with practical visuals and tools, The Invincible Company is a must-have book for
business leaders, entrepreneurs, and innovation professionals.
In this latest edition, Kennedy tackles the technology of today and delivers new insights and
tools for boosting personal productivity in keeping with his “less is more” approach. New
material includes how to outsource, buying experts, expertise and time. Kennedy covers virtual
assistants, errand-running services, and the far-reaching scope of activities and tasks people
are paying others to do for them. Kennedy also adds two new chapters discussing how to get
more accomplished by leveraging cooperative relationships, why goal setting (and New Year’s
Resolutions) fails and how he manages achievement.

From New York Times bestselling author and nationally syndicated talk radio host Dave
Ramsey comes the secret to how he grew a multimillion dollar company from a card
table in his living room. If you’re at all responsible for your company’s success, you
can’t just be a hard-charging entrepreneur or a motivating, encouraging leader. You
have to be both! Dave Ramsey, America’s trusted voice on money and business,
reveals the keys that grew his company from a one-man show to a multimillion-dollar
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business—with no debt, low turnover, and a company culture that earns it the “Best
Place to Work” award year after year. This book presents Dave’s playbook for creating
work that matters; building an incredible group of passionate, empowered team
members; and winning the race with steady momentum that will roll over any obstacle.
Regardless of your business goals, you’ll discover that anyone can lead any venture to
unbelievable growth and prosperity through Dave’s common sense, counterculture,
EntreLeadership principles!
Marketer Perry Marshall converts the widely known 80/20 principle into a master
framework that multiplies the power of everything you do in sales and marketing and
makes scary-accurate predictions. It's the ultimate secret to selling more while working
less.Guided by famed marketing consultant and best-selling author Perry Marshall,
sales and marketing professionals save 80 percent of their time and money by zeroing
in on the right 20 percent of their market - then apply 80/202 and 80/203 to gain 10X,
even 100X the success. With a powerful 80/20 software tool (online, included with the
book), sellers and marketers uncover how to slash time-wasters; advertise to hyperresponsive buyers and avoid tire-kickers; gain coveted positions on search engines;
differentiate themselves from competitors and gain esteem in their marketplace. With
the included tools they'll see exactly how much money they're leaving on the table, and
how to put it back in their pockets. Sellers will identify untapped markets, high-profit
opportunities and incremental improvements, gaining time and greater profit potential.
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Supported by online tools from Marshall, including The 80/20 Power Curve, a tool that
helps you see invisible money, and a Marketing DNA Test, a personal assessment that
zeroes in on one's natural selling assets, this timeless guide promises to change the
game for seasoned and novice marketers and sellers.
Too many people think working hard leads to greater productivity. However, managing
one's time better is what gives us the energy to succeed in both our personal and work
lives. This book provides advice from successful people on managing your time more
effectively.
Outlines a revisionist approach to management while arguing against common
perceptions about the inevitability of startup failures, explaining the importance of
providing genuinely needed products and services as well as organizing a business that
can adapt to continuous customer feedback.
We all negotiate on a daily basis. We negotiate with our spouses, children, parents, and
friends. We negotiate when we rent an apartment, buy a car, purchase a house, and
apply for a job. Your ability to negotiate might even be the most important factor in your
career advancement. Negotiation is also the key to business success. No organization
can survive without contracts that produce profits. At a strategic level, businesses are
concerned with value creation and achieving competitive advantage. But the success of
high-level business strategies depends on contracts made with suppliers, customers,
and other stakeholders. Contracting capability—the ability to negotiate and perform
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successful contracts—is the most important function in any organization. This book is
designed to help you achieve success in your personal negotiations and in your
business transactions. The book is unique in two ways. First, the book not only covers
negotiation concepts, but also provides practical actions you can take in future
negotiations. This includes a Negotiation Planning Checklist and a completed example
of the checklist for your use in future negotiations. The book also includes (1) a tool you
can use to assess your negotiation style; (2) examples of “decision trees,” which are
useful in calculating your alternatives if your negotiation is unsuccessful; (3) a three-part
strategy for increasing your power during negotiations; (4) a practical plan for analyzing
your negotiations based on your reservation price, stretch goal, most-likely target, and
zone of potential agreement; (5) clear guidelines on ethical standards that apply to
negotiations; (6) factors to consider when deciding whether you should negotiate
through an agent; (7) psychological tools you can use in negotiations—and traps to
avoid when the other side uses them; (8) key elements of contract law that arise during
negotiations; and (9) a checklist of factors to use when you evaluate your performance
as a negotiator. Second, the book is unique in its holistic approach to the negotiation
process. Other books often focus narrowly either on negotiation or on contract law.
Furthermore, the books on negotiation tend to focus on what happens at the bargaining
table without addressing the performance of an agreement. These books make the
mistaken assumption that success is determined by evaluating the negotiation rather
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than evaluating performance of the agreement. Similarly, the books on contract law
tend to focus on the legal requirements for a contract to be valid, thus giving short shrift
to the negotiation process that precedes the contract and to the performance that
follows. In the real world, the contracting process is not divided into independent
phases. What happens during a negotiation has a profound impact on the contract and
on the performance that follows. The contract’s legal content should reflect the realities
of what happened at the bargaining table and the performance that is to follow. This
book, in contrast to others, covers the entire negotiation process in chronological order
beginning with your decision to negotiate and continuing through the evaluation of your
performance as a negotiator. A business executive in one of the negotiation seminars
the author teaches as a University of Michigan professor summarized negotiation as
follows: “Life is negotiation!” No one ever stated it better. As a mother with young
children and as a company leader, the executive realized that negotiations are
pervasive in our personal and business lives. With its emphasis on practical action, and
with its chronological, holistic approach, this book provides a roadmap you can use
when navigating through your life as a negotiator.
Are you looking for an alternative to a career path at a big firm? Does founding your
own start-up seem too risky? There is a radical third path open to you: You can buy a
small business and run it as CEO. Purchasing a small company offers significant
financial rewards—as well as personal and professional fulfillment. Leading a firm means
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you can be your own boss, put your executive skills to work, fashion a company
environment that meets your own needs, and profit directly from your success. But
finding the right business to buy and closing the deal isn't always easy. In the HBR
Guide to Buying a Small Business, Harvard Business School professors Richard
Ruback and Royce Yudkoff help you: Determine if this path is right for you Raise capital
for your acquisition Find and evaluate the right prospects Avoid the pitfalls that could
derail your search Understand why a "dull" business might be the best investment
Negotiate a potential deal with the seller Avoid deals that fall through at the last minute
A complete road map to creating successful technicalpresentations Planning a
technical presentation can be tricky. Does theaudience know your subject area? Will
you need to translateconcepts into terms they understand? What sort of visuals
shouldyou use? Will this set of bullets truly convey the information?What will your slides
communicate to future users? Questions likethese and countless others can overwhelm
even the most savvytechnical professionals. This full-color, highly visual work
addresses the unique needsof technical communicators looking to break free of the
bulletedslide paradigm. For those seeking to improve their presentations,the authors
provide guidance on how to plan, organize, develop, andarchive technical
presentations. Drawing upon the latest researchin cognitive science as well as years of
experience teachingseasoned technical professionals, the authors cover a myriad
ofissues involved in the design of presentations, clearly explaininghow to create slide
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decks that communicate critical technicalinformation. Key features include: Innovative
methods for archiving and documenting work throughslides in the technical workplace
Guidance on how to tailor presentations to diverse audiences,technical and
nontechnical alike A plethora of color slides and visual examples illustratingvarious
strategies and best practices Links to additional resources as well as slide examples
toinspire on-the-job changes in presentation practices Slide Rules is a first-rate guide
for practicingengineers, scientists, and technical specialists as well as anyonewishing to
develop useful, engaging, and informative technicalpresentations in order to become an
expert communicator. Find theauthors at techartsconsulting.com or on Facebook
at:SlideRulesTAC
With Time to Spare: The Ultimate Guide to Peak Performance for Entrepreneurs, Adults
with ADHD and other Creative Geniuses by Linda Walker holds nothing back. It reveals
the real truth about how ADHD can impact families, entrepreneurs and adults with
ADHD and how you can learn to successfully manage it. Written in a positive, uplifting
style, the book is easy to read and the words will instantly provide you with a healthier
way to look at your own ADHD. This is an empowering book written by an advocate,
leader and outstanding ADHD coach who writes from real experiences, -- from her own
struggles with her husband's ADHD to success managing his own challenges. This
book will help you dispel many misguided beliefs with excellent examples to draw from
and will empower you to findyour unique brain wiring's strengths so you can maximize
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your efforts for a more productive, fulfilling life with your, or a loved one's ADHD.

Presents information how to spot and sidestep roadblocks on the entrepreneurial
journey and sets readers on a path to startup success.
The completely updated classic and New York Times #1 bestseller that has
captivated millions of readers worldwide!
The world's foremost entrepreneurial coach shows you how to make a mindset
shift that opens the door to explosive growth and limitless possibility--in your
business and your life. Have you ever had a new idea or a goal that excites you...
but not enough time to execute it? What about a goal you really want to
accomplish...but can't because instead of taking action, you procrastinate? Do
you feel like the only way things are going to get done is if you do them? But
what if it wasn't that way? What if you had a team of people around you that
helped you accomplish your goals (while you helped them accomplish theirs)?
When we want something done, we've been trained to ask ourselves: "How can I
do this?" Well, there is a better question to ask. One that unlocks a whole new
world of ease and accomplishment. Expert coach Dan Sullivan knows the
question we should ask instead: "Who can do this for me?" This may seem
simple. And it is. But don't let the lack of complexity fool you. By mastering this
question, you will quickly learn how billionaires and successful entrepreneurs like
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Dan build incredible businesses and personal freedom. This book will teach you
how to make this essential paradigm-shift so you can: • Build a successful
business effectively while not killing yourself • Immediately free-up 1,000+ hours
of work that you shouldn't be doing anyway • Bypass the typical scarcity and
decline of aging and other societal norms • Increase your vision in all areas of life
and build teams of WHOs to support you in that vision • Never be limited in your
goals and ambitions again • Expand your abundance of wealth, innovation,
relationships, and joy • Build a life where everything you do is your choice--how
you spend your time, how much money you make, the quality of your
relationships, and the type of work you do Making this shift involves retraining
your brain to stop limiting your potential based on what you solely can do and
instead focus on the nearly infinite and endless connections between yourself
and other people as well as the limitless transformation possible through those
connections.
Foreword by Bill Gates LinkedIn cofounder, legendary investor, and host of the
award-winning Masters of Scale podcast reveals the secret to starting and
scaling massively valuable companies. What entrepreneur or founder doesn’t
aspire to build the next Amazon, Facebook, or Airbnb? Yet those who actually
manage to do so are exceedingly rare. So what separates the startups that get
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disrupted and disappear from the ones who grow to become global giants? The
secret is blitzscaling: a set of techniques for scaling up at a dizzying pace that
blows competitors out of the water. The objective of Blitzscaling is not to go from
zero to one, but from one to one billion –as quickly as possible. When growing at
a breakneck pace, getting to next level requires very different strategies from
those that got you to where you are today. In a book inspired by their popular
class at Stanford Business School, Hoffman and Yeh reveal how to navigate the
necessary shifts and weather the unique challenges that arise at each stage of a
company’s life cycle, such as: how to design business models for igniting and
sustaining relentless growth; strategies for hiring and managing; how the role of
the founder and company culture must evolve as the business matures, and
more. Whether your business has ten employees or ten thousand, Blitzscaling is
the essential playbook for winning in a world where speed is the only competitive
advantage that matters.
"Never take incoming calls!" and "Use, don't be abused by, technology!" are just
two of the dozens of timesaving tips from the Professor of Harsh Reality. In this
book, business-success expert Dan Kennedy delivers vital time-management
techniques for the super-busy entrepreneur. In his infectiously energetic style,
Kennedy, noted author, speaker, and consultant, offers up page after page of
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time-saving advice -- sometimes tough, sometimes surprising, but always
practical. He shows how to: -- Handle the information avalanche -- Turn time into
wealth -- Gain the personal discipline that will make you successful
No-nonsense time management in no time. Learning to manage your time
doesn't have to take a lot time. Filled with practical advice for everybody, Time
Management in 20 Minutes a Day makes increasing your productivity and getting
the most out of every day a snap. Sprinkled with bite-sized lessons and personal
anecdotes, Time Management in 20 Minutes a Day introduces strategic changes
geared to help you improve your daily life. From obsessing over emails to hunting
through clutter to mismanaging meetings--learn how to stop doing all the little
things you didn't even realize were wasting so much of your time. Time
Management in 20 Minutes a Day includes: Learn time management,
fast--Straightforward suggestions focus on simple and proven strategies that you
can do in 20 minutes or less. Advice for home and office--It doesn't matter if
you're a busy CEO or a stay-at-home parent--discover dozens of ways to do
more with your day. Modern techniques for current times--Learn to take
advantage of all the time saving potential of tech--productivity apps, digital
planners, and more. Discover how fast and simple mastering time management
can be.
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If you love empowering non-fiction books like "You are a Badass" by Jen Sincero,
"Girl Wash Your Face" by Rachel Hollis, or "5-Second Rule" by Mel Robbins
you'll love Fear Is My Homeboy. In Fear Is My Homeboy, author Judi Holler has a
message: It’s time to stop letting fear boss you around so you can start leveling
up personally and professionally. This is a book for people who believe that they
deserve more. Holler focuses on helping the reader shut down self-doubt so they
can start taking action. After reading this book Judi promises that you will get
braver, bolder, and more confident in your natural-born badassery. Inspired by
her improv theatre background at The Second City Training Center’s
Conservatory in Chicago and building off her decade of speaking, sales, and
marketing experience, in addition to her current role as a business owner,
Holler’s book is your own personal life coach and cheerleader. In it she shares
valuable, actionable advice on how to accept—and even embrace—fear, so
readers can start to live more balanced, successful, and fulfilling lives. Holler’s
mission: to stop fear from stealing your opportunities so you can start connecting
in powerful and profitable ways. If you enjoyed the book then you'll love Judi's
weekly Podcast: The FearBoss Show! You can listen in and subscribe on iTunes
and Spotify to keep the fear party going!
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